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Abstract. When judging the heaviness of objects, the perceptual esti-
mate can be influenced by the object’s density next to its mass. In the
present study, we investigated whether density estimates might be simi-
larly affected by object mass. Participants lifted objects of different sizes
and masses in a virtual reality environment and estimated the density.
We found that density perception was influenced both by density and
mass, but not for the lowest density value, which could be perceived
correctly. A modelling procedure on fitted slopes through the different
objects revealed that density contributed 56% to the density estimate.
However, if low- and high-density values were modelled separately, con-
tributions of 100% and 41% were found for the low and high densities,
respectively. These results indicate that perception of heaviness and den-
sity are closely related but can be better distinguished with objects of
lower density and mass.
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1 Introduction

When we manipulate objects, we can perceive object properties such as size,
weight and material. During object lifting, we receive haptic feedback that allows
us to make a heaviness estimation of the object. The brain defines the most
optimal estimate (i.e. with minimal variance) based on different sensory sources,
such as visual and haptic information [5]. In other words, a combination of cues
can be used to make a perceptual estimate. Regarding heaviness perception, one
of these cues might be object density, which is the relation between the size and
weight of the object and depends on the objects’ material.

Previous research has shown that density might contribute to heaviness per-
ception. Five decades ago, Ross and Di Lollo [12] suggested that the impact
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of mass and density in heaviness estimation shifts with the objects’ density.
The authors claimed that heaviness estimations of low-density objects were pre-
dominantly based on mass, while for high-density objects the density had more
impact. In another study was suggested that the combination of density and mass
controls heaviness discrimination. When both density and mass simultaneously
increase/decrease, heaviness perception is more accurate. In contrast, accuracy
declines when the factors change in opposite directions [9]. More recently, it was
proposed that heaviness estimation is formed from a weighted combination of
mass and density information, depending on the properties’ reliability [3,13].

The inclusion of other object properties, such as density, into heaviness esti-
mation might provide an explanation for some weight-related illusions. The size-
weight illusion [1] shows that a smaller object is perceived as being heavier than
a larger object with an identical mass, suggesting that the unexpected denser
object feels heavier. Similarly, the material-weight illusion shows that visual
features of the material bias the perception of heaviness. When two objects of
seemingly different materials but equal size and mass are presented, the denser-
looking material (i.e. metal vs wood) is perceived to be lighter [4].

These studies show that density influences heaviness perception. It has also
been observed that density estimations can be influenced by object mass [7],
suggesting that neural processing of these concepts is related. However, in that
study, mass was not varied. Therefore, it has not been systematically examined
how mass could affect density perception. Object density cannot be directly
perceived but has to be inferred from both the size and mass of an object,
using visual and/or haptic information. The perception of density is important
to distinguish between different object materials, such as wood or metal, or,
e.g. determine the content of a closed box. For this purpose, further research
on density perception might give new insights into object perception. In the
present study, we investigated how participants perceived the density of objects
of different sizes and weights. Participants lifted objects in a virtual reality set-up
and judged the density. We found that the mass of objects affected the density
estimate but more so when objects were denser and heavier.

2 Methods

2.1 Set-Up and Procedure

12 participants took part in the study (age range 18–26 years, 6 females, 11 self-
reported right-handed). They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had
no known neurological impairments. Before the experiment they all signed an
informed consent form. The study was approved by the local ethical committee
of KU Leuven.

The experiment was performed in a virtual reality (VR) setup that simulated
virtual cuboids on a checkerboard background. The visual virtual environment
was projected with a 3D screen (Zalman) on a mirror, under which participants
moved their hands so they were unable to see their hands. The tips of the thumb
and index finger were inserted into two haptic force-feedback devices (Phantom
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Premium 1.5, Sensable) to be able to haptically simulate the objects. The fin-
gertips were visually indicated by two red spheres on the screen. More details
of the VR setup can be found in [11]. Forces were measured in 3 directions and
sampled at a 500 Hz frequency. 12 cuboids were used in the experiment with dif-
ferent size-mass combinations (Table 1). The size was varied by changing object
height, while keeping the width and depth at 5 cm. Each density value (0.75,
1.25, 1.75, 2.25 g/cm3) was presented in 3 different size-mass combinations.

Participants were seated in front of the VR setup and familiarised with the
environment. In each trial, a virtual object appeared and participants had to
grasp it after hearing a beep. They lifted the object with thumb and index
finger up to a target height, indicated with a yellow sphere. After they had
replaced the object, they were asked to estimate the density of the object on
a self-chosen scale. Before the experiment, they received an explanation of the
concept of density and were instructed not to report the heaviness, but only the
density of the object. Participants were unaware of the number of objects or
densities used in the experiment. Each object was presented 10 times, giving a
total of 120 trials, which were presented in a randomised order. Two objects of
the same weight or size were never presented in a row, so participants could not
compare the density of two sequential objects by only varying one parameter.
The experiment was divided into two sessions with a short break in between.

Table 1. Mass (g), size (cm) and density (g/cm3) of the objects used in the experiment.

Size/Mass 112.5 157.5 202.5 262.5 337.5 472.5

3.6 1.25 1.75 2.25

6 0.75 1.75 2.25

8.4 0.75 1.25 2.25

10.8 0.75 1.25 1.75

2.2 Analysis

The individual density estimates of participants were normalised to z-scores.
The normalised estimates were averaged over the trials for each object. Miss-
ing samples (0.03%) of the force data were interpolated. Next, force data was
filtered with a 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
15 Hz. The load forces (LF) were the sum of the vertical forces and were used to
calculate the loading phase duration (LPD). We used the LPD as a measure of
lifting performance, since this is indicative of force planning and different for dif-
ferent object masses [8]. The LPD was calculated as the time between LF onset
(LF> 0.1 N) and lift-off (LF> object weight). 31 (2%) trials were removed from
the force analysis due to incorrect lifts.

A linear mixed model was used to statistically determine whether density
and mass affected the perceived density and LPD. The z-scored estimates or the
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LPD was the dependent variable, density and mass were included as fixed factors
and participant number as random factor. The density × mass interaction and
the intercepts were also included in the model. We used maximum likelihood for
the estimation and a 1st order autoregressive model. Post-hoc comparisons were
performed with a Bonferroni correction. The alpha was set to 0.05.

The linear mixed model provides estimates for each density and mass, because
they were included as fixed factors, but no relative contribution of those factors
could be computed. Therefore, we performed a different modelling procedure
where we assumed that density estimates only relied on mass and density. The
weights given to density and mass were wd and wm, respectively, and wd + wm =
1. In general, a relation such as D = wdad + wmbm + c can be expected, where
D is the estimated density, d and m the density and mass values and a, b and c
are constants. Since we only had one data set, we could not fit all the unknown
constants and the weights. Therefore, we chose to fit the relation between D and
d or m by calculating the slopes: sd and sm, respectively. We assumed that the
slopes could be seen as a relative value of a constant value, which we called the
maximum slope:

sm = wdsmax,m

sd = (1 − wd)smax,d
(1)

More specifically, to assess the contribution of density to the density esti-
mates, we plotted the density estimates against the mass of the objects (Fig. 1).
Through similar densities, we fitted linear regressions to obtain 4 slopes (‘density
slopes’). When solely relying on density, slopes will be equal to 0 (Fig. 1A). How-
ever, if density would be ignored and participants rely on mass, the slopes would
be on the line between the lowest and highest mass (Fig. 1B), i.e. the maximum
slope (smax,d). The slopes will have values in between these cases when partici-
pants have a balanced weighting of mass and density. Similarly, to evaluate the
contribution of mass, 6 slopes could be fitted to objects with equal mass (‘mass
slopes’) when density estimates are plotted against object density. If participants
rely solely on density, mass slopes will be maximal (Fig. 1A). However, if they
ignore density and only rely on mass, mass slopes are 0 (Fig. 1B).

We set the maximum slopes as the differences between the estimate for the
object with the lowest mass-density combination and the highest mass-density
combination: smax,d = 6.13 and smax,m = 1.47. Next, the only free parameter,
wd, was obtained by minimizing the sum of the squared errors between the
modelled slopes from Eq. 1 and the measured slopes from the data. Note that
only slopes were fitted to estimate wd and not density estimates. Therefore,
the modelled slopes and weights cannot be used to calculate expected density
estimates from the mass and density of objects. The plotted modelled slopes in
the Fig. 1 and 2 only serve to compare the slope value, as the intercepts were
not fitted, but estimated by dividing the maximum slope into equal steps for the
number of slopes and depended on wd.
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Fig. 1. Mass and density slopes. A–B: predicted slopes if the weight given to density
(wd) is equal to 1 or 0. C–D: mean density estimates (solid circles) and standard
errors (error bars). Solid lines represent measured slopes (C: mass, D: density) fitted
to the data, which values are indicated in the legend. Dashed and dotted lines indicate
modelled slopes and maximum slopes from the model.

3 Results

Figure 1 shows the average density estimates for each object. It can be seen that
the estimates increase both with density and mass. The linear mixed model on
the density estimates revealed significant effects of mass (F (3, 134) = 45, p <
0.001) and density (F (5, 107) = 97, p < 0.001), but not their interaction (p =
0.533). Post-hoc effects showed that all density values differed significantly from
each other (all p < 0.001). The masses all differed significantly from each other
(all p < 0.027), except the two lowest masses (p = 0.208). Thus, for most objects,
both mass and density affected the perceptual estimate for density.

For LPD, there was only a significant effect of mass (F (5, 114) = 55, p <
0.001). Except for the 157.5 g and 202.5 g objects (p = 0.72), and the 202.5 g
and 262.5 g objects (p = 0.75), all other masses differed from each other (all
p < 0.003). The effect of density or the interaction of density × mass were not
significant, indicating that lifting performance was only affected by object mass,
not density. Therefore, the density estimates for different densities could not be
explained by alterations in lifting performance.

The measured slopes through objects with similar mass or density are shown
in Fig. 1 and values are displayed in the legend. One sample t-tests of partici-
pants’ slopes indicated that all mass slopes were significantly different from zero
(all p < 0.004). The density slopes were also significantly different from zero
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(p < 0.001), except for the lowest density (p = 0.75). The density and mass
slopes were used to determine the contribution of density and mass to the den-
sity estimates by modelling one slope value for the density slopes and one for
the mass slopes. The modelled slopes were 2.67 and 0.83 for density and mass
slopes, respectively (Fig. 1). We found a wd of 0.56, which explained 39% of the
data (R2 value).

Although most modelled slopes seem similar to measured slopes, the fits do
not seem optimal for the lowest masses and the lowest density, which could clarify
the low explained variance. Therefore, the modelling procedure was repeated,
but now not all slopes were assumed to be the same: wd was split between
the lowest and the other three density slopes, and between the three lower and
three higher mass slopes. For the mass slopes, new separate maximum slopes
were calculated, since now only half of the range was covered for low and high
values: smax,m,l = 0.83, smax,m,h = 1.31. The original smax,d was used for the
density slopes. For this model, we found wd,l = 1 and wd,h = 0.41. The explained
variance was 96% and the results are shown in Fig. 2. Here it is seen that all
modelled slopes are similar to the measured density slopes.

The procedure was also performed on the individual data. A range of weights
was found with wd ranging between 0.12−1.0 (mean = 0.55), with the explained
variance ranging from 0–97%. However, if we also split the fits for the lower
and higher densities, we obtained weights of wd,l between 0.06 − 1.0 and wd,h

between 0.04–1.0, with means of 0.78 and 0.43, respectively. For the low density,
8/12 participants had a wd,l > 0.98, and for the high densities, 11/12 participants
had a wd,h < 0.54. Here, the explained variance was between 11–97%, with >50%
and >90% in 10/12 and 6/12 participants, respectively. All in all, it seems that
the weight that was assigned to density for density judgements varied among
participants but that most participants gave higher weights to density for low
densities, whereas for higher densities, the weight assigned to mass was higher.

4 Discussion

In this study, we investigated how humans perceive density when presented with
objects of different size and mass. We found that density estimates depended
both on density and mass. This is similar to previous studies that found that
heaviness estimates depended on these two object properties as well [3,13] and
the finding that participants had more difficulties reporting a difference in heav-
iness with objects of different compared to equal densities [9]. Hence, density
and heaviness perception might be closely related.

We found a contribution of 56% of density relative to mass for density esti-
mates. This seems slightly different from the density weight of 29% for heaviness
estimation found in [13], suggesting that the weighing of density and mass can be
adapted to the required percept. However, it must be noted that the contribution
varied for different densities and individuals.

Interestingly, we found that the weight of mass on density perception
increased with density, indicating that cue weighing can also depend on inten-
sity. Whereas density estimates were not affected by mass for the lowest density,
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Fig. 2. Results for the mass (A) and density slopes (B) for low and high values sep-
arately. Solid circles and error bars represent density estimates mean and standard
errors, respectively. Solid and dashed lines represent fitted and modelled slopes, respec-
tively. The black dashed lines are the maximum slopes used in the model.

the influence of mass became more pronounced for objects with higher densities.
In our experiment, the low-density objects all had the lowest masses as well.
Therefore, it is also possible that mass influences density estimates more when
objects are heavier. At first hand, a bias of mass seems logical, since in daily life
we might be more familiar with judging object mass than density. However, this
does not explain why low-density objects can be perceived accurately. Possibly,
we are more familiar with handling objects of low densities, such as wood or
plastic, and have more experience in distinguishing such objects. Furthermore,
in daily life, we experience a non-linear distribution of size and weight. These
learned statistics of everyday objects can be used to estimate those of novel
objects. In general, small objects are seen as denser in comparison with objects
larger in size, since in real life small objects tend to be denser [10]. Similarly, daily
life experience might also suggest a relation between heavy and dense objects.
Finally, for heaviness estimations, lower contributions of density were found for
objects with lower densities and mass [12], further suggesting that for low den-
sities and light objects, the object properties density and mass can be better
disentangled.

The mutual influence of density and mass in object perception suggest that
brain processes for these properties are related. A functional magnetic resonance
imaging study revealed that object density is processed in a higher-order area
of the brain (left ventral premotor area) and the primary motor cortex encodes
object weight [2]. Density and mass perception might mutually influence each
other since these areas are closely connected [6]. Therefore, it could be difficult
for humans to estimate these properties independently.

The present study also has some limitations. First, we used a limited set of
object sizes and weights for each density. Therefore, it is difficult to disentangle
whether low densities can be accurately perceived due to the low density or due
to low masses. A larger object set would include very small or large objects
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which would have been difficult to grasp in our VR setup. In addition, since
we estimated maximum slopes from our data set, the weightings are specific to
our data set and the actual values might not be generalised to other data sets,
but only the relative weighting between density and mass can be interpreted.
Furthermore, it is possible that participants did not fully understand the concept
of density and reported mass instead, despite the careful explanation of the
density concept to each subject. However, results clearly showed a contribution
of density, especially for low-density objects, ruling out a judgement of object
mass only. Finally, it must be noted that we used mass and density as the only
contributors to the density estimates, although other factors might contribute
as well. Particularly object volume cannot be fully distinguished from density,
and when volume and mass were used in the model fit, similar results were seen.

In conclusion, both mass and density influence density perception, but mass
affects density perception more when objects are denser and heavier. Our study
supports the idea that density perception is closely related to heaviness percep-
tion, but also indicates that the weighing of these properties can vary based on
their intensity. The perception of density is important for distinguishing objects
of different materials or objects with different contents. This could be relevant
when designing virtual environments or controlling robotic arms to interact with
different objects of different materials. The interaction of density and mass in
object perception should be taken into account.
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